Abstract. We investigate the behavior of the hyperbolic (geodesic) curvature of a path on a Riemann surface when the surface increases. Suppose X is a hyperbolic Riemann surface and åx(o,Z) denotes the hyperbolic curvature at the point a of a smooth path 7. We determine a necessary and sufficient geometric condition for the existence of a finite constant K(X) such that kx(a,t) < åv(f(o),f o7) whenever lc;(a,T) > /((X) and /: X*Y is an (injective) conformal embedding of X into another hyperbolic Riemann surface Y. The constant is independent of / and Y. In particular, this monotonicity property of the hyperbolic curvature holds for any simply connected surface X with /((X) = 2;this special case is due to B. Flinn and B. Osgood. They raised the question of considering the problem of monotonicity for hyperbolic curvature for more general surfaces.
Introduction
We begin with a brief review of some topics from hyperbolic geometry. Sup- pose X is a hyperbolic Riemann surfacel that is, the unit disk D is the universal covering surface for X. The hyperbolic metric on D, normalized to have Gaussian curvature -1, is )o(r) ldzl : Zldzll(t -lrl'). lf. g: D ---+ X is any analytic universal covering projection, then the hyperbolic metric )x(r) ldtr.,l on X is determined from )p(r) ldzl :9. ()x(u) ld.l) , where 9. ()x(?r) ldurl) is the pull-back of the metric ,\1(u;)ldtul. For a hyperbolic plane region X, we have )*(g(r)) lg'Q)l :21(1 -lrl,). The hyperbolic length of a path 7 on X is length x(r) Åx(*) ld*1, and the hyperbolic distance between the points a and b on X is dx (o,,b) The hyperbolic disk with center a and hyperbolic radius r is Dx(o,,r) : {ö e X : d11(a,ö) < r}. Proof' Recall that X can be embedded into a compact Riemann surface Z of genus g [M] . We may consider X as a subset of Z. If g : 0, then Z is conformally equivalent to the Riemann sphere, and Z \ X consists of exactly three points since X is maximal hyperbolic. For if z \ X had more than three points, let o € z be aboundary point of X. Then for a suffi.ciently small e ) 0, Y : X U {z e Z : ds,(z,o) < e} would be a hyperbolic Riemann surface and. X could be properly embedded into Y. This is impossible. We claim that X has the following properties:
(i) X is not maximal.
(ii) X is not uniformly perfect. (iii) X has the HCM-property'
We establish these properties in order.
(i) Since X is properly embedded in Y,. X is not maximal.
(ii; f"t x, b;thå annulus \z:7ln <1, -(n+zi)l < 1), n--2,3,.... It is elementary to calculate that '(X") : 12 f (logn)' Then for sufficiently large n' X,, can be considered as a Riemann surface embedded in X. It is easy to see that f(X) ) f(X"). The principle of hyperbolic metric gives M(X) < M(X") :2r(X*) :2tr2l(lo1n) --+ 0 as n -) oo. Thus, M(X):0 and so X is not uniformly perfect by 
